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ZAR290 million: The amount Ascendis will spend in fees for its balance sheet 
recapitalization transaction. The group currently has a market cap of ZAR274m thus 
will be incurring fees exceeding the market cap. 

ZAR146 billion: The total sovereign debt the deputy finance minister of South Africa 
is suggesting investors forgive in exchange for the power utility transitioning from coal 
usage to renewable energy. 

ZAR50 million: The total fine imposed by the FSCA on Viceroy Research for the false & 
misleading statements on Capitec Bank published in 2018 that caused a 23% Capitec 
share price drop. 

ZAR2 billion: The starting asset base Growthpoint will have in it’s plan to launch a
new student accommodation property fund.

1200: The total number of jobs Ford SA is set to create within the month of
September, following a 1.8bn investment.

21 million: The total number of customers Shoprite has on their Xtra Savings reward
shopping program.

1.2 per cent: The growth of the South African economy in the second quarter.
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In the global space

USD3 billion: The amount Nigeria plans to raise through Eurobond sales. 

USD1.4 billion: The amount EasyJet plans to raise from a share sale as it 
prepares to compete for customers within the leisure travel space. 

USD2.5 trillion: The total market cap of Apple Inc, with some countries 
generating GDP figures lower than the single stock market cap. 

In the world of Crypto

USD100 thousand: The projected price per single bitcoin predicted by Standard 
Chartered Bank by as early as 2022. 

400: The total number of Bitcoins held by EL Savador in being the 1st country in the world 
to adopt bitcoin as legal tender. 

In the world of COVID-19

221 million: The total number of Covid-19 cases recorded globally. 

2.3 billion: The total number of fully vaccinated individuals globally accounting for 30% of 
the global population. 

ZAR10.7 billion: The total amount paid by South African life insurance businesses in death 
claims as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
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